Ukrainian DSpace User Group

Welcome to the DSpace Wiki! Please sign up and participate.

Although a few pages are 'locked' to prevent spamming, anyone who sign ups and creates an account can freely edit most of the DSpace Wiki. If you've forgotten your password, please visit the reset your password page.

DSpace, DSpace. 77 DSpace ( ). – ’ , ’ .

This space is thought to make it easy for DSpace users in Ukraine to share information about their activities, projects, events and ideas and to make them known to the global DSpace Community. In Ukraine there are 77 installations (and more coming up ) and a vibrant community of users. This page and its sub-pages are the platform to coordinate the collaboration among Ukrainian institutions in order to facilitate discussions on Country specific themes and topics of interest.
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1. DSpace ? (Who is using DSpace in Ukraine?)

DSpace, DSpace . , . , : https://duraspace.org/registry/register-your-site/

In the Duraspace Registry there are information about the DSpace installations currently running in Ukraine. Please take a moment to look for your Institution and check whether the information is correct. If your institution is missing, you can add it here: https://duraspace.org/registry/register-your-site/

2. ’? (How to communicate?)

DSpace, .

There are numerous ways to get in touch, both at a global level with the general DSpace Community and at the specific country level.

2.a. (Mailing Lists)

(Worldwide lists) - in English

*, *

Globally, there are several public mailing lists that you can join, depending on your particular interest:

* dspace-community@googlegroups.com: DSpace, , - DSpace , , ,
  * DSpace Community ( « »)
  * Y, dspace-community+subscribe@googlegroups.com
* dspace-tech@googlegroups.com: DSpace. DSpace, { Troubleshoot an error }, , !
  * dspace-tech ( « »)
  * , dspace-tech+subscribe@googlegroups.com
* dspace-devel@googlegroups.com : DSpace. DSpace, DSpace .
  * dspace-devel ( « »)
  * , dspace-devel+subscribe@googlegroups.com
* dspace-tickets@googlegroups.com : DSpace Issue Tracker (JIRA), , .
  * dspace-tickets ( « ») https://groups.google.com/d/forum/dspace-tickets
  * , dspace-tickets+subscribe@googlegroups.com
* dspace-changelog@googlegroups.com : DSpace GitHub. «», DSpace.
  * dspace-changelog ( « ») https://groups.google.com/d/forum/dspace-changelog
  * , dspace-changelog+subscribe@googlegroups.com

(National Mailing List)

, DSpace , https://groups.google.com/forum/#forum/ukrainian-dspace-users. , : ukrainian-dspace-users@gmail.com

2.b. Slack

DSpace Slack . Ukrainian DSpace User Group: #dspace-ua . DSpace Slack. DSpace Slack. #dspace-ua .
3 (Events)

(Webinars)

July 19, 2019, 3:00 pm (EAT)
DSpace and Google Scholar Webinar for Ukraine
Monica Westin, Google Scholar
[ Registration ] [ Video ] [ Slides ]

(In person meetings)